Pennsbury
At Home
Feb. 5, 2020

Over the last decade, North's only loss to Pennsbury came last year. This year the Indians were looking
to avenge that loss. Council Rock North's record this year is 12-4 against the Falcons 14-4. A win here
was not going to be easy.
Sammy Hayes got things started in the right direction in the opening 145 pound match. Sammy strung
together a series of takedowns, reversals and near falls to end the bout early in the second period
outscoring A.J. Stephenson 17-2. Not to be outdone, Cameron Robinson piled on 20 points in about the
same amount of time in his 152 pound match up with the Falcon's Michael Molloy. Those two tech falls
put the Indians up 10-0.
Dillon Sheehy and Brendon Hardy scored a pair of pins in the 160 and 170 weight class matches. With
times that were almost identical. Dillon 4:43 and Brendon 4:45. That pair of falls ran the team score to
22-0.
Not to be outdone Blake Silber pinned Ben Fritzsche with just 3 seconds to go in the first period. That
fall coming in 1:57. North suffered its first loss in the 220 weight class. Heavy weight Max Harar took a
squeaker over the Falcon's Davis Lee scoring four points right at the closing buzzer to take the bout 7-6.
That improved North's score to 34-3.
The rest of the matches see sawed back and forth starting with a win by a 5:09 fall by Anthony Burke in
the 106 bout. Pennsbury matched that with a 1:51 fall in the 113 weight class. North came back at 120
with Kyle Hauserman 1:32 pin over Jared Kelleher. The Falcon's answered that with a major decision at
126. Luke Lucerne decisioned Rocky Moretti 5-1 before Pennsbury closed out the evening wrestling
with a win by fall in the 138 weight class. Final score North 49 Pennsbury 19, a lot easier than first
thought.
Note: It was also senior night and all of the seniors in the lineup won their final matches on Council Rock
North's mat. A great big thank you to Daniel Ballard, Amir Elbarouki, Sammy Hayes, Luke Lucerne
Cameron Robinson, Alex Roe, Dillon Sheehy, Larry Tsai and Remy Weinstein for all the excitement you
brought and all of the wonderful memories that you leave in Council Rock North wrestling. We are
really going to miss you guys and we wish each one of you all of the best as you make that next big step
in your lives and always remember you will always be members of the wrestling family at North so don't
be stranger.

